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About This Game

Ready for some Brain Teasers?

Little Red is on her way to grandmas house, but to get there she will need your help. Each forest section is in pi 5d3b920ae0
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Nice sliding puzzle game.. Nice sliding puzzle game.

v.0.1.2 Update Log : 1. Updated the Land Point icon on the decks screen and match start screen. 2. When showing other players'
cards, we now also display its keyword descriptions. Same logic applies when displaying card logs. 3. Added a settings button at
the top left corner of the match screen. 4. We now return to the main screen after finishing chapter one of the campaign instead
of staying in campaign. 5. Task screen will be always be updated after finish a task. (Some tasks might not be tracked, we are
still tracking those issues.) 6. Some bug fixes.. Journey of Greed v.0.2.0 Ghost Mode is here! : In order to fix the issue where
you can't do anything but watch after you escaped or died, we added a new mode in match called Ghost Mode. Now, after you
escape or die, we are providing you a new sets of cards to "predict" the outcome of the on-going match, the result will affect
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your Savings. In addition, we made following changes to the game: 1. Your Coins will now be turned into Savings right after you
escape; 2. Three challenge levels are now added to chapter 1 and 2 of the campaign; 3. Added following skill cards: (Special
thanks to , if you have any ideas or suggestions, let us know!) Ponzi Scheme, Spirit Salvation, Tech Essence, Charge, Backtrace,
Alternative, Recruit, Entrapment, Improvise, Pray 4. Updated following cards: Gear Rental, Paralyze Potion, Illegal Alchemy,
Grim Blessing, Life Restoration, Red Curse, Potion Stealer, Desperation, Dark Dealing, Cursed Armor, Blast Arrow, Threat,
Deep Hatred, Dual, Peer Competition (is now 'Undermine'), Ancient Lamp 5. Tried to fix the following bugs: Display error of
the match result screen If everyone is offline in a custom room match, we will kill this match now. (In case the room owner
accidentally clicked on 'Start', thanks to RequieX for the suggestion) Benediction will not longer count players that died last
turn. If you kill yourself after playing a card, you won't get any more money. Since we just released the Ghost Mode, we need
more data to determine how this mode is gonna affect the grand strategy and make changes accordingly, so if you have any
suggestions or complains, don't hesitate to tell us! (Through Discord: or email: supportyoutufun.com). New Games, DLC, And
Discounts : Great new games and now new DLC are rolling out over the coming weeks. Here are some of the great new games
available. New Discounts: New DLC: New Games: You can find a list of new DLC on the publisher page linked below. These
DLC are high resolution wall papers with fantastic art and new splendid soundtracks.. v.0.1.4 Update Log : 1.Split the tutorial
into two campaign chapters, increased the entrance speed of the boat. 2.Change the level cap of each hero to 30. 3.Added a
cancel button in the join room interface. 4.We not display the name of the player that picked the option of an Island Card.
5.You can quit a campaign match by clicking "Quit Match" in the settings menu. 6.If you don't have enough Coins/HP to play a
card and still try to play it, we now give you a hint. 7.Balance Update on some Island Cards: Bamboo Viper, Venom Spider,
Wraith, Treasure Keeper 8.Fixed some card logic, and the closing door issue.. New Game! : Quite a few new discounts running
you can find them on our publisher page or via the Get Some bundle page listed below.
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